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	Hello.  I'm back for one issue 
in Alarums & Excursions after 
being gone a couple-three (er 
maybe three-three//9) years.  

Topic of this zine: Adjusting 
Archtypes for a Furry Campaign 
using the rules for Shadowrun.

Introduction

	Shadowrun offers just about 
everything a fan could want in a 
mixed genre SF&F setting.  Near 
future politics, magic and 
technology all mixed in with a 
positive outlook (lots of bad 
things may have happened but the 
campaign world is getting better 
now and the player-characters are 
there to make a difference).  The 
only thing the rules lack is 
space-faring rules and furry 
characters.

	"Furries!?!!" you might say?  
Maybe you think that I've lost my 
mind (especially since I like 
clean edged, clear concepts and a 
minimum of silliness in design).  
Perhaps.  But you can have a 
non-silly and clean edged 
campaign even with furries.  This 
zine deals with the numbers, not 
the technique, which I'll get to 
latter.
Furry characters can be created 
and added to any campaign by 
adjusting the archtypes provided 
in the rules.  As with humans, 
there should be both furries and 
metafurry characters.  For 
generally purposes add both Furry 
and MetaFurry as options on the 
charts on page 53 of the 
Shadowrun (corrected fourth 
printing).

Metafurries should be a choice on 
the archtype chart of 4, just 
like metahumans, with the same 
limits and requirements (i.e. 
metafurry initiates take magic as 
3, metafurry adepts take magic as 
2, all metafurries check for 
allergies, etc.).

Plain furries can be any choice 
to 1 (furry cannot be taken as 
priority 0 under race).  
Initiates take magic as 4, adepts 
take magic as 3 (just like normal 
humans).

This means that most species of 
furries are treated as normals.  
For my purposes, Cats are treated 
as metafurries (calculate like 
elves), except my Cat shamen are 
plain furries.  Tigers and Bears 
are 50% metafurries (treat as 
trolls) and 50% normal 
genespliced/genengineered humans.  Boars are metafurries (treat as 
Orks), as are most Badgers (treat 
as Dwarves).  

	The following archtype 
adjustments fit furries:
 Archtype Adaptations

	Cat Decker:  treat as elven 
decker (metafurry)
	Natural Lowlight eyes, reduced 
color vision (increased number of 
rods, reduced number of cones), 
Superior motion detection (-1 to 
all related target numbers), 
check for allergic reaction as 
for all metafurries.

	Tiger Samuri:  treat as street 
samurai. (may be metafurry)
	(50% as troll samurai, the 
others as normal samurai but +1 
to body and strength, -1 to 
quickness and intelligence).

	Cat Shaman:  treat as street 
shamen.  (not a metafurry)
	Most magically aware initiate 
Cats do not have natural 
low-light vision and do not have 
any allergies due to differences 
in the genesplice sources.  
Shamen Cats do have successful 
full human color vision.  (i.e. 
they are not metafurries if they 
are shamen).
	All physical adept cats should 
be metafurries.

	Dog Heavy Infantry:  treat as 
mercenary from archtypes.
	-1 charisma, +1 willpower.

	Boar Heavy:  treat as Orc 
Mercenary.  Note that the species 
limit on charisma and 
intelligence is 2, quickness is 4, strength is 6, body is 8 (as 
is proper for a metafurry).  
Boars have lowlight eyes, the 
usual metafurry allergy (mild 
only) and a check for level of 
stench (all boars smell bad).
Boars are heavily modified human 
species derived types.  One 
should really typify them as 
heavily modified boars rather 
than genengineered humans.  They 
have the rough skin, sexual 
quirks, bristles, stench and 
dietary limits of boars.
Boar Heavy troops were designed 
to allow for economical 
biological breeding programs.  
Embryos can be implanted into 
sows, humans, the most 
inexpensive of clone tanks, or 
born live.  Typically, a 
genenginered boartype will bear 
six to nine live young per 
pregnancy. 
Full maturation takes only six 
years (less if forced).  This 
genetype has regrettable losses 
to intellect and likeability, but 
for heavy duty cannon fodder, 
there is none better.

Mongoose Rigger:  treat as 
rigger.  (not a metafurry)
Species limits on attributes are 
Body 4, Quickness 8, Strength 3, 
Charisma, Intelligence & 
Willpower 6 (thus -1 body, -1 
strength, +1 quickness, +1 
charisma).

Feral Ferret:  treat as 
tribesman--no changes.
The feral ferret is at her best 
in the wild untamed streets of 
the modern city.  With her gang, 
she is a match for any 
interloper.
	Dog Mage:  treat as Ex-Wage 
Mage
	The Dog mage is exactly like 
the ex-wage mage.  A hermetic 
counterpart to the cat shamen, he 
is more sociable, more domestic 
but not necessarily any more 
rational.

	Mongoose Security Officer:  
treat as former company man. 
	Change the attributes as 
follows:  Body -1; Quickness +1; 
Strength -1; Charisma +1.  The 
rest of the archtype description 
remains the same.
	The mongoose security forces 
were the inside men, bodyguards 
and back-ups for interior work.  
They still function in those 
roles.

	Tiger Heavy:  treat as troll 
(metafurry, troll-like allergies, 
etc.)
	The tiger heavy is all muscle 
and little else.  Equal to a 
troll (or almost so), the tiger 
heavy makes his or her way 
without technological 
enhancements or magic.
	Check for allergies, etc. as 
for troll rather than normal 
metafurry.

	Lynx* or Mynx** Entertainer:  
treat as Rocker with the 
following changes:  Body -1; 
Quickness +1; Strength -1; 
Charisma +1; the rest the same as 
the Rocker.
	*For Lynx, if Strength limit is 
3, Quickness limit is 7.  If 
Strength limit is 4, Quickness 
limit is 6.  There are two Lynx 
strains that were engineered.
	For Mynx** (Lynx/Mink cross), also make the character a 
physical adept, (Use the 
following priorities Attributes 
4, Magic 3, Tech 2, Race 1, 
Skills 0).  Very focused, very 
shallow in skills.  
(Entertainment Skill (choose one) 
7, Atheletics 6, Armed Combat 4).

Mink Essence Provider//Breeder.  
Body 2; Quickness 6; Strength 2; 
Charisma 7; Intelligence 5; 
Willpower 3; Essence 8; 
metafurry; physical adept; 20 
points skills (Unarmed Combat 6, 
Atheletics 6; Stealth 6, Other 
[choose one] 2); wrist watch & 
change of clothes.
Note:  for the mink metafurry as 
a physical initiate, essence is 
only 7.  Body 1, Quickness 5, 
Strength 1, Charisma 7, 
Intelligence 5, Willpower 4, 
Essence 7; Athletics 6, Biotech 
6, Sorcery (or Conjuring) 6, 
Stealth 2.  (remember, slave 
masters trained these with the 
intent that they act as toy 
slaves, provide essence/karma, 
and do some useful work related 
to keeping up the essence pools. 

Cat Tribal:  treat as elven gang 
member.
This character is generated the 
same as a gang member archtype.  
When left to fend for themselves 
in the wild, the feral cats were 
unskilled and unprepared for 
life.  The city gangs they've 
found since suit them just fine.

Badger:  the badgers were used as 
general purpose military 
engineering troops.  The 
distribution of survivors worked 
out in equivlent archtypes and contacts as 50% dwarven 
technicians (metafurry); 20% 
dwarven engineers (former company 
men with engineering 5 instead of 
unarmed combat and physical 
science 4 instead of 
etiquette)(not metafurry), 20% 
dwarven samurai (metafurry) and 
10% as dwarven deckers 
(metafurry).


General Notes on 
Genesplicers/Furries

	Most genesplicers were taught 
English as a use language and 
Latin as a code language.  They 
also picked up some city speak 
from the menials that worked the 
projects.  Genesplicers/furries 
may thus take English, City Speak 
or Latin as primary language and 
must take at least 2 points (if 
they have them) in the other 
languages.

	They may take a romance 
language instead of English 
(treat as certified for sale to 
either Ireland {taught the 
romance language so that they 
would be isolated from the common 
metahumans of the new elvish 
kingdom there} or France).  Those 
will benefit in purchasing Latin 
as a second language.

	All adepts and initiates may 
take Latin or Icelandic as a 
focus skill.

	As is common for metahuman 
design, all metafurries get 3 net 
extra characteristic points, some 
alterations on racial maximums, 
an allergy check and low light eyes.  (That is the standard 
metahuman package).  Those with a 
specific orientation (e.g. 
badgers and dwarves) get the 
additional benefits and 
liabilities of the metatype (e.g. 
Tiger/Troll gets the additional 
points and abilities as well as 
the worsened allergies; 
Badger/Dwarf gets the preference 
for living underground, etc.).

In Addition

My source of furries in Shadowrun 
is the Engitech slave program -- 
a cheaply budgeted program to 
uplift animals for use as 
servants, skilled labor, etc.  To 
save on costs, Engitech 
gene-spliced human and animal 
stocks and produced cosmetically 
altered human (and metahuman) 
individuals, which they then 
sold.

These first stage human/animal 
cross-breed furries were clones 
grown in forced growth mediums 
and with artificial memories.  
They were marketed (with the help 
of corrupt government officials) 
as esthetically remodled animals 
with biological skill-softs 
embeded in organic computers.  
They proved remarkably flexible 
and popular (and were priced 
comparably to the clone portions 
of a premium DocWagon contract.

The truth eventally came out 
after numerous sales and some 
real messes.  A second stage of 
research was in the offing when 
Engitech went down a wormhole 
after some spectacular 
firefights.  Most jurisdictions gave furries the same legal 
rights (if any) held by normal 
humans and metahumans.  Some 
jurisdictions expelled all 
furries, some welcomed them 
(trained individuals with a 
serious work ethic are welcome in 
some places).
 	A campaign with some furries 
(5% or so of the local 
population) can be started 
anytime after the Engitech 
scandal clears.

	In the alternative, a campaign 
may begin with the second stage 
genengineering project completed.  
Prior to Engitech's sudden demise 
as the victim of a physical and 
violent hostile takeover, several 
research groups were using 
viruses to implant various furry 
modifications.  

	The engineers anticipated large 
scale induction of unengineered 
source stock (i.e. lots of 
kidnapped victims) and saw viral 
adaptation as a selfreplicating 
and low overhead method of 
modification of genetypes (i.e. 
just expose the kidnappee to 
someone in a triage/alteration 
tank who has an ongoing transfer 
virus infection and the changes 
will proceed for free).

	One may posit a world where the 
viruses were released during the 
hostile takeover and where 95% or 
more of the population was 
infected (and thus became furry).  
It is a GM call as to whether or 
not the genotypes are changed 
along with the change in 
phenotype.

This allows a completely (more or 
less) furry future.  Note that 
the rules work well even without 
magic (if you want a cyberfurry 
future) and that you do not have 
to have a greening future if you 
don't want one (though I prefer 
it).  Any future can be a furry 
one.

Now, some tech goodies and 
equipment.

************************

Delux Goggles

For true professionals only.

Full protection, wrap-around goggles with either an 
interior datajack connection or an induction rig.  
Utilizing economies of production, and only optical 
relays, as in every other matter, Delux produces only one 
line of product -- the best!

Specifications:  Anti-Flare; Anti-Flash; Bug Scanner (2); 
External DataJack; Heads-Up Display; High Frequency 
Reception; Low Frequency Reception; Low Light; 
Magnification x 30; Micro-Camcorder; Micro-Recorder; 
Micro-Transceiver; Optical Memory 100mp 
(base)(expandable); Portable Phone Connection; Smart 
Goggles; Thermographic Imaging; Wrist Computer CPU.

While this package of options should cost circa 20,000¥, 
because of economies of scale, Delux provides this 
product in premium, alpha grade optics, for only 16,000¥.  
Of course these goggles do not come in lower grades for 
less.  As always you either take the best or leave it to 
the rest.  Sold only through authorized outlets (sorry, 
no negotiation reductions in price).  

The only options are induction versus datajack (for the 
connection to the wearer -- all goggles come with an 
external datajack) and additional memory (usable as 
headware memory for datajack equipped individuals).  
Maximum space 370mp with 30mp of unconnected storage.

Available in one shape, multiple colors.

Delux, the choice of true professionals.  See us for 
custom shotguns, medkits and chameleon wear.  Only the 
best.

************************
///***///note that Delux is selling you 14,000¥ worth of 
hardware for 16,000¥.  Delux, the choice of 
wannabees.///***///

Chrysler-Nissan G17c

A new model for the professional on the move.

Autocannon, engine upgrade
4-ton carriage; handling 4; 50/120 speed
6 body; 4 armor; signature 5; pilot 2 
Retina scan locks; magcard 12

************************

Philco-Novelle Cyberdecks

	Philco-Novelle, always the name in military 
connectivity, builds the best in cyberdecks for your 
real-time needs:  the rapier, the broadsword, the 
broad-axe and the bardiche.  They are very expensive and 
of limited distribution through MorUte channels, but of 
the best in quality and operation.

	Philco-Novelle Broadsword
		MPCP         8
		Hardening    6
		Memory     180
		Storage   1200
		Load        50
		I/0         35
		Response    -3 (+6//+3d6)

	Philco-Novelle Rapier
		MPCP        10
		Hardening    1
		Memory     200
		Storage    900
		Load        70
		I/O         50
		Response    -4 (+8//+4d6)

	Philoc-Novelle Broadaxe
		MPCP         5
		Hardening    4
		Memory     240
		Storage    900 		Load        30
		I/O         30
		Response    -2 (+4//+2d6)
		+2 to Bod, +2 to Any Attack Program

	Philco-Novelle Bardiche
		MPCP         6
		Hardening   12
		Memory      80
		Storage   2000
		Load        30
		I/O         30
		Response    -1 (+2//+1d6)

************************

Skillsoft, the name in skills.

	Skillsoft lending library membership entitles one to 
a number of point months of skill softs.  In theory, a 12 
point membership would entitle one to twelve points for 
one month or one point for twelve months.  The  highest 
single skill is one third the points of memberaship.  
Thus a 12 point membership has a four point skill 
maximum.  Note that Skillsoft offers everything in the 
DwarTec catalog.

************************

Elemental Chalices

	An elemental chalice is a variation on the standard 
magical item that makes summoning a particular type of 
elemental easier.  Generally a chalice has a major 
constraint(s).

	Format: (with this one as an example):

Elemental Chalice [type of elemental] [size limit/size 
required]

E.g. Elemental [fire] chalice [force 12]
     (up to force 12 elementals may be summoned).
     Strengths:  elemental's force added to weapon for 
attack
                 no circle required, summoning is 
immediate
                 conjuring aid (treat charisma as x3 for drain
                 and autodismiss uncontrolled fire 
elementals)
     Bindings/Weaknesses (the constraint{s}):
                 no other elementals permitted bonded 
person
                 limited focused use of elemental to add 
Force 
                 to Sword or to buy successes -- no other 
uses.

Generally, because of the weaknesses, an elemental 
summoning focus would be a "better" magic item to have 
than a chalice in most cases -- if better means 
minimaxing combat effectiveness at the expense of other 
factors in game play and story richness.

************************
 Delux Shotguns

The choice of the premium profesional.

Offering a single, well-tested and superior autofire 
shotgun utilizing expended uranium rounds and actually 
capable of roomsweeping fire.  4S3 (concealability 4) 
12,500¥ smartgun variant with delux gyro mount.  22 
rounds in curved clip feed.

The rounds are 200¥ each, but incomparable for their 
purpose.  Also takes shaped charge explosive rounds, 3S3 
in that mode.  Don't hunt Wendigo without one.

************************

Delux Cyber

Visit our clinics in Chiba or in the Los Angeles Free 
Port area.

************************

Delux Medkits

While our competitors may tell you that 60,000¥ is too 
much for a medkit, and while DwarTec claims not to have 
any interspecies incompatibilities, only Delux delivers 
when your life is on the line.

The only choice for a professional.

Our medkits provide complete complex filtration (Blood 
Filtration S Toxin), a truly expert "expert" system 
(Biotech 6, compatible link for both tap and datajack 
external lines on Delux Goggles), all standard medkit 
drug packages and the equivalent of any "street doc" slap 
patch (drugs for all slap patch categories at ratings 1 
to 8, total dosage factors 32 per category).  Every 
medkit comes with two complete drug fac replacement 
cartridges.

Available in armored vest and body armor compatible 
versions, Delux delivers when the chips are down and the 
seconds counting.

Also available at 75,000¥ in a reduced size arm bracer.

************************

Delux Chameleon Wear

	The competition can't even lay a sight on us.

	Previously available only to Delta teams and National 
Governments, by special arrangement Delux is proud to 
provide the best in Chameleon Garments.  Available in 
Lined Coats with matching Armored Hats or in Full Armor 
with matching Helmets.
 	Base price is 1,000¥ (for +1 to target numbers).  Full 
grades are available for every need and pocketbook.  (+2 
for 4,000¥, +3 for 9,000¥, 4 for 16,000¥.  Higher grades 
at corporate discretion -- come in for an interview to 
discuss your needs).
/////////////////////////transmission 
break////////////////////

DwarTec Banded Goggles

	When your reputation is on the line and your life is 
laid on the odds, you want the best.  DwarTec products 
are built by 100% trudwarven production lines and 
manufactured by survivors, for survivors.

	Armored, providing complete protection, these are 360E 
full band goggles with both interior datajack and 
induction rigs, exterior datajack and standard taps.
 
Specifications:  Anti-Flare/Flash (Autoswitch to 
Ultra-Sound Imaging); Bug Scanner (level 3); High 
Frequency and Low Frequency Audio, with Amplification 
(x20) and Damper/Filters; Low Light and Thermographic 
Imaging; Magnification x 25; Memory Tap Feeds 
(Micro-Camcorder and Micro-Recorder equivilents); 
Micro-Transceiver and Mobile Phone connections; Micro CPU 
with Intergral Optical Memory (270mp); Smart Goggle Link.  
Five skill soft ports.  Unattached storage for 30mp

	20,000¥.  Includes custom fitting, retinal locks and 
three Factor 3 (5 for languages) skill softs.  Only the 
best.  DwarTec products are built by 100% dwarven 
production lines and manufactured by survivors, for 
survivors.

	Available in full band shape, black color.  All units 
individually sized at Grant's Pass on the I-5 corridor.

	Built by survivors, for survivors.

	Factory options include matching respirator/filter 
(2,000¥); voice mask (3,000¥); compatible binoculars (x60 
net) (500¥) and additional skillsoft chips.

************************

DwarTec Medkit

	27,000¥, for when your life depends on it.

	Complex filtration (Blood Filtration S Toxin); all 
normal medkit functions (expert system level 6 rather 
than standard 3); full spectrum patching drugs (up to 
level 6, 24 dosage points per category) on voice or 
datalink command.

	Provided to discerning customers in both armored 
collar and standard medkit versions.  Custom fitting 
provided for all customers, never any species 
incompatibilities or allergic interactions with our 
trademark ceramics. 
	DwarTec, built by survivors, for survivors.

************************

DwarTec Axe

Combining the best of virgin chrome steel with premium 
Orichalcum, the Armor Axe is a steal at 290,000¥.

For Samurai only, this axe cuts through the posers and 
the hosers and leaves only the real thing behind.  4S3, 
(treat as Force 2 for purposes of determining damage 
against magical and allergic creatures only)(-1 to impact 
armor).  Depends solely on your skill.  If you can do the 
job, the Armor Axe is your tool.

Custom engraving, handle fitting and counterweights.  
5,000¥ of miscellaneous holstering and weapon furniture 
custom fitted upon delivery.

Cash in advance, for survivors, by survivors.

************************

DwarTec Philco-Novelle

DwarTec is an authorized Philco-Novelle dealer.  For 
initial sales or custom repairs, DwarTec provides the 
best in dwarven technical skills.

************************

DwarTec Fiat/Ford

DwarTec is an authorized dealer for Fiat/Ford products 
including the X40/90 and the Lion hoverpanzer.  See us 
for outfitting and repairs.

************************

DwarTec Armor

Real Armor for Real People.  DwarTec offers the best in 
armor you can wear, day in and day out, for every 
situation.  Available in active and passive chameleon 
modes and with ultratex supralight for the discriminating 
customer.

Type     Ballistic  Impact   Weight    Ultra Tex      
Cost

Clothing     3        0        2                       
500
             3        0        1           Y           
750
Jacket       5        3        2                       
900
             5        4        1.5         Y          
1800
Vest         2        1        1                       
200
             1        1        --          Y           
300 
Type     Ballistic  Impact   Weight    Ultra Tex     Cost

Lined Coat   4         2         2                     
700
             5         3        1.5         Y         
1700
Plate Vest   4         3         2                     
600
             4         3         1          Y          
900
Hat          1         1         -          Y          
300
Helmet       1         2         -          Y         
*500

*Banded Goggle and Medkit compatible.
	Passive Chameleon versions of armor are available for 
list price plus base factor2 x 1,200¥  (i.e. for +1 to 
target numbembers, 1,200¥ extra in price; for +2 to 
target numbers, 4,800¥ extra in price, for 3 to target 
numbers, 10,800¥ in price).  Hat or helmet treatment 
included in price.

	Active Chameleon Clothing is available only to 
authorized customers and only for full length security 
coats or full armor.  (Active Chameleon Gear gives ½bonus 
even when moving).  Current list prices are +2 for 
7,200¥, +4 for 28,800¥, +6 for 129,600¥.  All Active 
Chameleon Gear is custom built and custom fitted, 100% 
cash in advance of fitting.

	Remain a survivor.  Use DwarTec, built by survivors, 
for survivors.


DwarTec

    Available Skillsofts

	Algonkian 5, 7; Aztec 6, 9; Biological Science 3, 
BioTech 3, 5, 6, 8; Cantonese 6; Cityspeak 3, 5; Computer 
B/R 5, 7; Conjuring 3, 6; Crow 5, 6; Cybertech 3; 
Demolitions 3, 5; Electronics B/R 3, 5, 7; Engineering 5, 
7; Etiquette (corp) 3; Etiquette (hacker) 3; Etiquette 
(Seattle Street) 3; English 3, 5, 7; Elvish 3, 5; 
Evaluate 3, 5, 6; French 6; Gaelic 3; Geology 4, 6; 
German (Bavarian) 6; Greek 6; Huron 3, 6; Interrogation 
3, 5, 6; Japanese 3, 5, 7; Korean 3, 6; Latin 6; Magical 
Theory 3, 7; Maglocks 3; Mandarin 6; Mapping 3; Military 
History (corp) 3; Military Theory 3, 5; Musical Comp 3; 
Negotiation 3, 5, 6; Ozark Institute Dwarf (at half 
price) 6, 8; Parazoology 3; Physical Science 3, 5; 
Political Theory  2, 3, 4; Psychology 3, 5; Quotations 
(American) 6; Rajasthani 6; Russian 6; Sailboat 
(pleasurecraft) 4, 6; Salish 6, 8; Shoshoni 6, 8; 
Sociology 3; Spanish 4, 6, 7; Tlinglit 6; Ute 5, 7; 
Vehicle B/R 5, 6; Veps 6; Wiyot 6; !Xhosa 6; Yao 6; Zuni 
5, 7.  Legal and Hermetic libraries also available.

	Note on induction interfaces:  normal induction 
provides sufficient dataflow for skillsofts of the 
following levels:  general 3; concentration 4; 
specialization 5 and language 6 (languages may be memory 
simple, but they are harder than the mps indicate).  The 
general side-effect of induction skillsofts is an L2 
drain on the mental health condition monitor. 
	DwarTec's custom alpha induction provides for 
skillsofts up to general 4, concentration 6, 
specialization 6 and language 8.  Beta induction provides 
for the same skillsoft limits, but with less tiring 
results. Beta induction is available for a modest 
surcharge.  (+3,000¥ to product cost)

	Gamma induction, both the best available product and 
a premium trade name, provides for skillsofts up to 
general 6, concentration 7, specialization 9, and 
language 10 with no mental fatigue beyond that normal to 
the use of a chipjack.  Cost is a modest 9,000¥ 
surcharge.  Custom fitting required (maximum skills for 
non-fitted wearers of a custom gamma rig is ½ level with 
L3 drain).

	Some skillsofts are not generally available or may be 
listed in order to annoy certain competitors (espcially 
the "Tree of Life Elvensoft Foundation" a subdivision of 
Delux).

	As a caution, note that cyberinduction connections 
have strong flux lines and actually result in more damage 
from black ice than a standard datajack (worsen staging 
by two).  Recommended only for turtles in the matrix and 
for those who are not willing to undergo invasive 
surgery.

No Deposit, No Return.

/////////////////////////transmission break////////////////////


Fire Falling

--A magical group for a furry campaign.

Name:  Fire Falling
Type:  Initiatory
Members:  6+d6
Limitations:  Female Members Only; Mink Genesplice Only; 
Physical Initiates Only
Strictures:  Fraternity; Exclusive membership; Moral 
Obligation (to genesplicers); Custom (hatred of 
HMHVV/essence drainers).
Resources:  street (semipatron:  Fire Dancing, a shaman).
Customs/history:  This initiatory group sprang up in the 
essence feeding pools and was one of the forces that 
freed them during the general confusion that arose as 
Engitech fell to a hostile takeover.


Spirit Dancers


Name:  Spirit Dancers
Type:  Initiatory
Members:  7+d3
Limitations:  Those who use spirits (in any form).
Strictures:  Fraternity; Summoning allies in initiation; 
Oath; Moral Obligation/Snake totem strictures.
Resources:  Squatter; Group center in old desert Snake 
Totem site.
Customs/history:  A mage stumbled on an old snake spirit 
drawing site in the southern Ute desert.  She made 
contact with the energies there, brought back two snake 
shamen she knew and the Spirit Dancers contact was born.


Furry Considerations

First, how many furries?

In my campaign, Engitech collapsed, leaving about 100 or 
less of any furry archtype.  Total furries in the 
campaign probably number about 3K to 4K.  The story 
missed the front page of the newspapers and most people 
would consider a furry they met to be either excessive 
cosmetic surgery, a funny physical mask spell or just 
another rare awakened type.

Different numbers of furries and different degrees of 
public awareness on the issues make for radically 
different campaign impacts for furries.  In my campaign 
the impact is close to nil.  In a gene-plague campaign 
(with 95% to 99% furry conversion) the impact is total.

Second, how furry?

In my campaign, furries are close to being cosmetic 
genengineering projects.  The gamut runs from barely 
furry to completely animal with minimal human genemap 
inputs.  My furries are generally (excepting boars) 95% 
cross-fertile with human beings.  Uplifted animals would 
be 100% non-fertile.  They might also have radically 
different sexual behaviors, sensory maps and instinctive 
behaviors and drives.  Truely territorial, true 
(iron-clad) pair-bonding, etc. might all be found in 
furries.

******************

Note, my complete campaign notes and the complete 
heroquest rules are available from PBS (317) 856-2987; 
telelink/starlink node 9349; voice order line 
1-800-426-3475.

Also available form PBS is my complete Shadows campaign, 
a magic returns in 1989 RUNEQUEST based near future earth 
(the tech is near future).  Lots of alternate rules for 
Runequest/Stormbringer, etc., scenarios, a heroquest format or two, new races, monsters and racial 
spellcasting specialties.

	Similar, but different, to TORG, Shadowrun, and other 
such games.

